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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Abstract: It is normal that the attackers over the network may use the fake source IP address to conceal
their actual locations. This paper proposes a framework that bypasses the deployment challenges of IP
Traceback techniques [1]. This system researches Internet Control Message Protocol error messages
(named path backscatter) activated by spoofing traffic, and tracks the Spoofers based on the information
available by the public(e.g., topology). Along these, the proposed framework can discover the Spoofers
with no deployment prerequisite. Despite the fact that the proposed framework can't work in all the
spoofing attacks, it might be the most helpful mechanism to trace Spoofers before an Internet-level
traceback framework has been deployed in real. The results are got by implementing in the form of
simulation using Java platform for understanding the system over the networks.
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I. Introduction
IP Spoofing is a technique used to gain
unauthorized access to machines, whereby an attacker
illicitly
impersonates
another
machine
by
manipulating IP packets. IP
Spoofing involves
modifying the packet header with a forged (spoofed)
source IP address, a checksum, and the order value.
The essential protocol for sending data over the
Internet network and many other computer networks is
the Net Protocol (IP). The standard protocol specifies
that each IP packet should have a header which
contains, among other things, the IP address of the
sender of the packet. The source IP address can be
your address that the packet was sent from,
nevertheless the sender's address in the header can be
altered, so that to the beneficiary it appears that the
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packet came from another source. The protocol
requires the acquiring computer to send back an
answer to the source address, so that spoofing is
mainly used when the Fernsehsender can anticipate the
network response or does not care about the response.
IP spoofing relating to the use of a trusted
Internet protocol address can be employed by network
intruders to overcome network security measures, such
as authentication based on IP addresses. This type of
attack is most effective where trust relationships are
present between machines. For example, rather on
some business networks to have inside systems trust
each other, so that users can log in without a username
or password, provided they can be connecting from
another machine on the inside network (and so must
already be logged in). By spoofing an affiliation from
a trusted machine, an attacker on the same network
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just might gain access to the target machine without
authentication.
IP spoofing is quite frequently used in denialof-service attacks, where the objective is to avalanche
the target with a tougher volume of traffic, and the
attacker will not care about acquiring responses to the
assault packets. Packets with spoofed IP addresses are
more challenging to filter since each spoofed packet
appears to come from a different sort of address, and
they hide the actual source of the assault. Denial of
service disorders[2].That use spoofing typically
randomly chooses addresses from the complete IP
address space, though more complex spoofing
mechanisms might avoid unroutable addresses or
unused helpings of the IP address space. The
proliferation of large botnets makes spoofing less
important in refusal of service attacks, but attackers
typically have spoofing available as a tool, if they need
to use it, so defenses against denial-of-service attacks
that rely on the validity of the source IP address in
attack packets might have trouble with spoofed bouts.
Backscatter, a strategy used to observe denial-ofservice attack activity in the Internet, is dependent on
the attackers' use of IP spoofing for their effectiveness.

II. Related Work

IP traces back mechanisms:
Probabilistic Packet Marking

Savagetal [1]. Suggested probabilistically marking
bouts as they traverse routers through the Internet.
That they propose that the router mark the packet with
either the router's IP address or the ends of the path
that the packet traversed to reach the router.

ii.

Deterministic
Scheme

Rayanchu and Barua provide another spin on this
approach (called DERM). Their approach is similar in
that they wish to use and protected IP address of the
input interface in the fragment id field of the packet.
Where they differ from Belenky and Ansari is that
they wish to encode the IP address as a 16-bit hash of
that Internet protocol address. Primarily they choose a
known hashing function. They express that there
would be some collisions if there were greater than
2^16 edge routers doing the marking.

iii.

Packet

Marking

Belenky and Ansari, outline a deterministic packet
marking plan. They describe an even more practical
topology for the Net - that is made up of LANs and
Rear end with a connective border - and make an
effort to put a single mark on inbound packets at the
actual of network ingress. All their idea is to put, with
random probability of. 5, the upper or lower half the IP
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Route Based Approach

With router-based approaches, the router is charged
with maintaining information regarding bouts that pass
through it. For instance, Sager suggests to log packets
and then data mine them later. It has the good thing
about being out of the band and so not blocking the
fast path.

iv.

Though PIT can be used to perform IP
traceback, it is quite different from existing IP
traceback mechanisms. PIT is inspired by a quantity of
IP spoofing remark activities. Thus, the related work is
composed of two parts. The first briefly introduces
existing IP tracebackmechanisms, and the second
introduces the IP spoofing observation activities.

i.

address of the ingress interface into the écaille id field
of the packet, and then collection a reserve bit
articulating which portion of the address is contained
in the fragment field. Applying this approach they
claim to manage to obtain 0 bogus positives with. 99
possibility after only 7 bouts. [3].

Out of Band Approach

The ICMP traceback scheme Steven M. Bellovin
proposes probabilistically sending an ICMP traceback
packet forward to the destination host of an IP packet
with some low probability. Thus, the need to maintain
point out in either the bundle or the router is obviated.
Furthermore, the low probability keeps the finalizing
overhead as well as the bandwidth requirement low.
Bellovin shows that the selection also be centered on
pseudo-random numbers to help block attempts to
time attack bursts. The problem with this method is
that routers commonly block ICMP messages because
of security issues associated with them.

v.

Traceback of active attack flows

Through this type of solution, an observer tracks
an existing attack flow by evaluating incoming and
outgoing slots on routers starting from the host under
assault. Thus, such a remedy requires having
privileged entry to routers along the attack course.
To bypass this constraint and automate this process,
Stone proposes routing suspect packets on an
contribution network using ISP border routers. By
simplifying the topology, suspicious packets can
certainly be re-routed to a specialized network for
further analysis.This is an unique approach. By nature
of DoS, any such strike will be sufficiently long lived
for tracking in such a fashion to be possible. Layerthree topology changes, while hard to mask to an
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identified attacker, have the likelihood of alleviating
the 2 before the routing change is uncovered and
therefore adapted to. Once the attacker has adapted,
the re-routing scheme can once again adapt and reroute; creating an oscillation in the DoS attack; giving
some ability to absorb the effect of such an attack.

IP spoofing observation activities:
Only some the packets reach their spots. A
network device may fail to forward a packet due to
various reasons. Under certain conditions, it may well
generate an ICMP error message, i. elizabeth., path
backscatter messages. The path backscatter messages
will be delivered to the source IP address indicated in
the original packet. In the event that the source address
is forged, the messages will be provided for the client
who actually owns the address. This implies the

affected individuals of reflection based problems, and
the hosts in whose addresses are being used by
spoofers, are possibly to accumulate such messages.
The format of the way backscatter emails, is
illustrated in Figure 2. Each message includes the
source address of the reflecting device, and the IP
header of the original packet. Hence, from each path
backscatter, we can get 1) the Internet protocol address
of the reflecting device which is on the road from the
attacker to the destination of the spoofing packet; 2)
the IP address of the original destination of the
spoofing packet. The original IP header also is made
up of other valuable information, elizabeth. g., the
remaining TTL of the spoofing box. Note that due to
some network devices may perform address rewrite (e.
g., NAT), the original source address and the
destination address may be different.

Figure1:The format of a path backscatter messages

III.

Existing System

Existing IP traceback methodologies can be ordered
into five fundamental classes: packet marking, ICMP
traceback, logging on the router, link testing, overlay,
and hybrid tracing. Packet marking strategies require
routers modify the header of the packet to contain the
data of the router and forwarding decision. Not the
same as package checking techniques, ICMP
traceback creates expansion ICMP messages to a
collector or the destination. Attacking path can be
remade from log on the router when router makes a
record on the packets forwarded. Link testing is a
procedure which decides the upstream of attacking
traffic hop by hop while the attack is in progress.
Center Track proposes offloading the suspect traffic
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From edge routers to special tracking routers through
an overlay network.
Disadvantages of Existing System:
 Based on the captured backscatter messages from
UCSD Network Telescopes, spoofing activities are
still frequently observed.
 To build an IP traceback system on the Internet
faces at least two critical challenges. The first one is
the cost to adopt a traceback mechanism in the routing
system. Existing traceback mechanisms are
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either not widely supported by current commodity
routers, or will introduce considerable overhead to the
routers (Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP)
generation, packet logging, especially in highperformance networks. The second one is the
difficulty to make Internet service providers (ISPs)
collaborate.
 Since the spoofers could spread over every corner
of the world, a single ISP to deploy its own traceback
system is almost meaningless.
 However, ISPs, which are commercial entities
with competitive relationships, are generally lacking
of explicit economic incentive to help clients of the
others to trace attacker in their managed ASes.
 Since the deployment of traceback mechanisms is
not about clear gains but apparently high overhead, to
the best knowledge of authors, there has been no
deployed Internet-scale IP traceback system till now.
 Despite that there are a lot of IP traceback
mechanisms proposed and a large number of spoofing
activities observed, the real locations of spoofers still
remain a mystery.

IV. Proposed System
We propose an internet level solution, to
bypass the issues in deployment. There are many
reasons for the routers to fail in forwarding IP
spoofing packet e.g., TTL exceeding. In such cases,
the ICMP error message (named path backscatter) is
generated by the router and sends the message to the
spoofed source address. While the routers can be close
to the spoofers, the path backscatter messages may
potentially disclose the locations of the spoofers. The
system exploits these messages to find the location of
the spoofers. Passive IP traceback is especially useful
for the victims in reflection based spoofing attacks,
e.g., DNS amplification attack as with the locations of
the spoofers known, the victim can seek help from the
corresponding ISP to filter out the attacking packets,
or take other counterattacks.

Advantages of Proposed System:
This is the first article known which deeply
investigates path backscatter messages. These
messages are valuable to help understand spoofing
activities. Though Moore has exploited backscatter
messages, which are generated by the targets of
spoofing messages, to study Denial of Services (DoS),
path backscatter messages, which are sent by
intermediate devices rather than the targets, have not
been used in traceback. A practical and effective IP
traceback solution based on path backscatter
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messages, i.e., PIT, is proposed. PIT bypasses the
deployment difficulties of existing IP traceback
mechanisms and actually is already in force. Though
given the limitation that path backscatter messages are
not generated with stable possibility, PIT cannot work
in all the attacks, but it does work in a number of
spoofing activities. At least it may be the most useful
traceback mechanism before an AS-level traceback
system has been deployed in real. Through applying
PIT on the path backscatter dataset, a number of
locations of spoofers are captured and
presented.
Though this is not a complete list, it is the first known
list disclosing the locations of spoofers.

V. System Architecture
A network device may fail to forward a
packet due to various reasons. And hence not all the
packets reach their destinations. It may generate an
ICMP error message, i.e., path backscatter messages
under certain conditions. The path backscatter
messages will be sent to the source IP address
indicated in the original packet. The messages will be
sent to the node who actually owns the address if the
source address is forged. This means through the
victims of reflection based attacks, and the hosts
whose addresses are used by, the spoofers are possibly
to collecting such messages.

Figure2: The
collection

path

backscatter

generation

and

VI. Algorithm of Path
Backscatter
We consider r (named reflector) as a path
backscatter message whose source is router and od as
the original destination , the most direct inference is
that the packet from attacker to od should bypass r.
We have used a simple technique in detecting origin
tracking. We consider the network as a graph G(V, E)
abstracted , here V is the set of all the network nodes.
A network node can be a router, depending on the
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tracking scenario. From each path backscatter
message,the node r, r ∈ V which generates the packet
and the original destination od, od ∈ V of the spoofing
packet can be considered.
The algorithm is given below.
Function Get suspect_loopfree(G,r,od)
Suspect set<-0
C<-null
P<-shortest path from r to od
For vertex v in p do
If v==r then
Continue
End if
G’<-g.remove(v)
If r &od are disconnected in g’ then
C<-v
End if
End for
Sg<-g.remove(c)
For vertex v in sg do
If v and r areconncetd in sg then
Suspect set <-suspect set+v
End if
End for
Return suspect set
End function

VII. Methodology

The entire work of this paper is divided into five
different modules. They are:
 Network topology Construction
 Path Selection
 Packet Sending
 Packet Marking and Logging
 Path Reconstruction

Network topology Construction
A router can either receive data from the
nearby router or from the local area network as the
network topology may consist of the number of
routers that are connected to local area networks.
Thus, a border router receives packets from its local
network. A core router receives packets from other
routers. The degree of a router is defined as the
number of routers connected to a single router. The
degree of a router is calculated and stored in a table.
And also the interface table is stored with Upstream
interfaces of each router and it has to be used for the
further process.

Path Selection
The way in which the selected packet or file
has to be sent from the source to the destination is
called as path. From the interface table the upstream
interfaces of each router have to be found. The desired
path between the selected source and destination can
be defined with the help of that interface table.

Packet Sending
NetworkCo
nstruction

One of the Packet or file is to be selected for the
transformation process. The packet is sent along the
defined path from the source LAN to destination
LAN. The destination LAN receives the packet and
checks whether that it has been sent along the defined
path or not.

Path Selection

Packet
Sending

Packet Marking and Logging
The efficient Packet Marking algorithm is
applied at each router along the defined path in this
phase of Paket marking. The Pmark value is calculated
and stored in the hash table. The packet is sent to the
next router if the Pmark value is not more than the
capacity of the router. Otherwise, it refers the hash
table and the algorithm is repeatedly applied.

PacketMarkin
g and Logging

Found
attcker

PathReconstr
uction

Receive
Packet

Figure 3:Flow diagram of path back scatter.

Module Description:
© 2017, IJCERT All Rights Reserved

Path Reconstruction
After applying the algorithm, the Packet has
to reach the destination,the condition would be
checked whether it has sent from the correct upstream
interfaces or not. Path Reconstruction is the Process of
finding the new path for the same source and the
destination in which no attack can be made. The
request for the path reconstruction would be sent if
any of the attack is found.
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VIII. Results
The proposed system is implemented using Eclipse Kepler and MYSQL with Java Language environment and
produced the following results.
i)

NORMAL CASE

Figure4: Normal Case- selecting the input file to be sent to the destination over the network

Figure5: Normal case – Node path-- File received to the destination
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Figure6:Normal case—Node finder
ii)

SPOOFING CASE

Figure7: IP Spoofing Case – Selecting the file with modified data

Figure8: IP Spoofing Case—Node finder with Attacked IP
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IX. Conclusion
Usually its common that we try to dissipate the
mist on the locations of spoofers based on investigating
the path backscatter messages. In this paper, we
proposed Passive IP traceback which tracks spoofers
based on path backscatter messages and public available
information. We illustrate causes, collection, and
statistical results on path backscatter. When the
topology and routing are both known, or the routing is
unknown, or neither of them are known, we have
specified how to apply Passive IP traceback system to
trace out the IP locations of spoofers. We presented two
effective algorithms to apply the proposed mechanism in
large scale networks and proved their correctness. We
have explained the efficiency of the system based on
simulation. The results are produced by developing the
system in eclipse as a simulation model by using java
platform. The system produces the results for both
normal case as well as spoofed case by identifying the
locations of spoofers on the path backscatter dataset.
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